In 1896, a devastating plague epidemic hit the city of Bombay, triggering panic among colonial officials, the commercial elite, and Bombay millowners. In response, in 1898, the colonial state created the Bombay Improvement Trust (BIT), an institution mandated to improve the city for commerce and provide sanitary accommodations for the city's poorer and working classes. Despite having been created to improve housing conditions for the city's poorest classes, the Improvement Trust inadvertently increased the housing crisis. The Improvement Trust's ideological blinders led the Trust to prioritize state thrift, so that the Trust acted as a slum clearance board. Bombay's millowners were disinclined to solve the housing problem themselves, because mills competed with each other for labor. Consequently, millowners failed to coordinate on basic labor practices, making the possibility of collaboration on the "housing question" even more remote. The competing political-economic cultures of the two groups, as well as their contradictory interests, facilitated mutual blaming by the Improvement Trust and millowners, which undermined a collaborative solution to the housing problem.

In 1896, a devastating plague epidemic hit the city of Bombay, engendering panic among colonial officials and the general population alike. More than 500,000 of the city's inhabitants, including approximately 20 to 30 percent of its millworkers, fled the city, crippling Bombay's commercial and industrial activities, including the cotton mills. Between 1897 and 1899, the plague claimed 44,984 victims (5.8 percent of the city's population, according to the 1901 census). The city's terrible housing conditions facilitated the spread of the disease, and death rates in working-class neighborhoods climbed as high as 12.5 percent. Recognizing the connection between disease transmission and housing overcrowding, in 1898, the colonial state created the Bombay Improvement Trust (BIT), with the goal of "improving" the city for 105
commerce and providing sanitary accommodations for the city’s poorer and working classes. Bombay’s millowners encountered fierce difficulties recruiting industrial labor from 1897-1899, as many workers had fled the city. For the next two decades, Bombay’s millowners regularly discussed the conditions of millworker housing, which led some millowners, such as C.N. Wadia, to assert that “good housing is not only desirable but absolutely necessary,” to the future of the industry. Decades later, however, nothing had come of the Trust’s activities but a legacy of squabbling and mutual recrimination between the Trust and Bombay’s millowners, the latter who might have benefited from these reforms.

Although both Bombay’s commercial elite and millowners feared the disruption to the city’s economic activities caused by the plague, neither the Improvement Trust nor the mills provided a long term solution to the problem of housing for Bombay’s millworkers. As of 1920, the Trust had constructed 21,387 tenements; it had also demolished 24,428. The Trust’s failure to build sufficient alternative accommodations ensured that even with the addition of Improvement Trust and private chawls (tenements) to the city’s housing stock, there was still a net deficiency of housing for 17,000 individuals. Of course, Bombay’s millowners might have taken it upon themselves to remedy the housing situation, as J.N. Tata did in Jamshedpur and or as all five textile mills in Sholapur did for their industrial workforces. In Bombay, millowner efforts, however, were piecemeal. By 1926, seventeen of the city’s eighty-six mills provided some housing for their industrial workforce, but the contribution to overall housing for millworkers was minimal. The mills that did build accommodations provided only 4,497 rooms in total—housing for a mere 8.5 percent of their combined workforce of 52,283 individuals. Some individual mills, by contrast, were more invested in a solution: mills such as Kohinoor, Swadeshi and the Bombay Dye Works provided accommodations for more than 20 percent of their workforces. Alternatively, the Improvement Trust and millowners, who were represented on the Trust, might have cooperated to house the city’s millworkers. By the time that the Trust had an institutional mechanism to share the cost of millhousing, however, the cost of working-class housing had doubled, so that both the Trust and millowners viewed such housing as “financially prohibitive.” As a result, the cooperative route proved to be the least fruitful: four mills, at most, ever took advantage of Improvement Trust provisions for housing millworkers.

Why did this happen? Despite having been initially constituted to improve housing conditions for the city’s poorest classes, the Improvement Trust increased the housing crisis, reducing available housing and escalating the cost of that which remained. In previous scholarship, the Improvement Trust’s failure has been framed as either a small part of the colonial state’s panicked response to the plague, as a general failure of urban planning due to the dominance of vested class interests in Bombay’s municipal politics, or as a product of the Trust’s mandate to clear unsanitary areas and simultaneously provide housing. At the time, however, Bombay’s millowners, who were an important party to the dynamics of the Trust, understood and discussed the
issue of housing Bombay’s millworkers not just in terms of “housing industrial workers” but as a “labor question.” This essay argues that the Improvement Trust and millowners failed to find a solution to housing for Bombay’s poorer classes because of their competing approaches to the problem and the practical issues—fiscal constraints and labor regulation—that they identified as their central priorities.

The article begins by providing an overview of the events surrounding the plague and the interpretation of the plague by Bombay’s commercial elements, on the one hand, and the city’s millowners, on the other. The following three sections develop three prongs of the above argument. First, the Improvement Trust had ideological blinders that led the Trust to prioritize state thrift and private initiative. The Trust’s concern with fiscal solvency meant that it ultimately emerged as more of a slum clearance board than a housing agency, and the Trust destroyed more housing than it built.12 The second section of this essay outlines the Trust’s emphasis on frugality and private enterprise. Second, Bombay’s millowners were disinclined to solve the housing problem themselves, partly because production practices were so heterogeneous across the city’s mills. Basic production models, hours of operation, and wages in Bombay’s mills varied significantly, and mills competed with each other for labor, so that millowners failed to coordinate on labor practices in ways that would have undermined individual mills’ bargaining power. Thus, this made the possibility of collaboration on the “housing question” even more remote. The third section of this essay explores how heterogeneous production organizations undermined millowner collaboration on labor practices, and specifically, housing.

Millowners and members of the Improvement Trust might have collaborated to share the cost of housing for Bombay’s millworkers. However, the political-economic cultures of the two groups facilitated the Improvement Trust and millowners blaming each other for the housing problem, which undermined a collaborative solution. Millowners and members of the Improvement Trust intensely debated the Trust’s mandate, utility, and funding. The colonial state’s rigid interpretation of the Trust legislation obstructed and delayed the development of an institutional mechanism for collaboration between millowners and the Trust. In the interim, both the Trust and the millowners sought to pass the greater degree of responsibility—and the associated cost—onto another party, so that by the time collaboration was institutionally possible, the cost of housing had almost doubled, to a rate that neither party found financially feasible to assume.13 The final section of this essay considers these dynamics.
In 1896, the plague hit the city of Bombay, decimating industrial production and precipitating an exodus of the city’s inhabitants. Those who could flee the city, did so. A headline in the *New York Times* captured the disaster: “Fleeing from Bombay, Deserting the City to Escape the Bubonic Plague: More than Half the Population has Run Away, and Business is Paralyzed—Cemeteries Filled with the Dead.”14 Until the International Sanitary Conference of 1897 at Venice stipulated international expectations for combating plague, the major European powers, particularly the French, threatened trade embargoes against exports from Bombay, which would have further jeopardized the city’s commercial activity. The city’s colonial officials and merchants suddenly realized that Bombay’s plague outbreak was not just a problem to be borne primarily by the working classes but one that fundamentally endangered all of Bombay’s public health and the city’s historic commercial success. The plague outbreak served as a catalyst for efforts to cleanse and develop the city, as colonial officers, medical officials, and Bombay’s commercial classes identified poverty and overcrowding as causes of the disease.15 Therefore, state institutions needed to address the housing crisis and develop mechanisms to prevent the outbreak of a similar disaster.

Meanwhile, due to difficulties recruiting workers during the plague, production at Bombay’s cotton textile mills plummeted. In the first three months of 1897, yarn output at the mills declined by more than half from the amount produced between April and June of 1896, from eighty-nine million pounds of yarn to a mere forty million pounds of yarn.16 The problem was that several mills, due to the plague, were “obliged to work very shorthanded and some at a decided loss”17 while others “closed altogether for a time.”18 The plague epidemic of 1896 wreaked havoc upon the labor supply and disrupted existing systems of labor recruitment, decimating the textile production of Bombay’s mills. During the first wave of the disease, only a fifth of mill operatives remained at work; the number was one-third during the second outbreak in 1897.19 In 1897, jobbers (the intermediaries upon whom Bombay’s millowners relied to recruit workers for the mills) actually bid for workers at street corners.20 Competition for labor was intense: in the walk from the auction to the mill, a jobber from a rival mill might offer “an anna [one-sixteenth of a rupee] more [which] would be sufficient to induce them [the workers] to join the newcomer.”21 For Bombay’s millowners, the plague did more than reduce production, it permitted millworkers to renegotiate the strategies that the mills had in place for recruiting and retaining workers.

Bombay’s millowners interpreted the plague as a threat to the mills’ elaborate system of labor discipline that depended on millowners’ control of wages. A decade later, Stephen Edwardses, civil servant and Bombay historian, who had served as the Chief Inspector of Factories for Bombay in 1898, described the environment as “shattering of the tie hitherto binding the employer and
the employed.” Much of the merchant class had fled with the rest of the city, so petty credit had virtually ceased. Consequently, workers demanded not just higher pay, but also daily, rather than monthly, wages. Historically, millowners had employed the monthly wage system to counter absenteeism and to discourage workers from shifting to other mills in pursuit of better wages. However, with workers scarce during the plague, many mill employers by 1898 reluctantly began to issue daily wage payments—which were twice those of 1893—to induce workers to return to their factories. Competition for labor undermined efforts to coordinate and undermine workers’ bargaining position. Despite a resolution by the Bombay Millowners’ Association banning daily wage payments, the use of daily wages had become standard practice in the mill industry by the year’s end. Overall, the plague enhanced workers’ bargaining position, prompting A.L.M. Wood, chief inspector of factories in Bombay, to write in 1897 that the plague had raised, for the first time in Bombay, “a Labour Question comparable to those of Europe.” Bombay’s millowners therefore arrived at a different interpretation than colonial officials of the threat that the plague posed to “business as usual.” While colonial officials feared the plague’s potential threat to commercial activity as a whole, millowners also worried that the disease would challenge their long-standing tools for managing their industrial workforce. When the Trust and millowners came to debate how to provide and finance sanitary housing for Bombay’s poorer and working classes, they brought to the table these different interpretations of the plague’s potential ramifications on commerce and the labor force.

At the beginning of the twentieth century, Bombay, like many other industrializing cities, experienced serious residential overcrowding, particularly in working class neighborhoods. The largest proportion of such accommodations was, unsurprisingly, located in the vicinity of the city’s principal industry, the cotton mills. According to the 1901 census, 84,415 of Bombay’s 780,000 inhabitants lived with between ten and nineteen other individuals, and another 20,722 lived with thirty or more others, as many textile workers shared rooms and slept in shifts in order to minimize their housing costs. Bombay’s merchants, millowners, and colonial officials all had a vested interest in sanitary housing for Bombay’s millhands. If such housing were not available and overcrowding continued, colonial officials and business owners feared that diseases, such as possibly another plague epidemic, would tear at the commercial fabric of the city, leaving business vulnerable to disruptions from embargoes and quarantines. Millowners worried that if disease spread, further large-scale disruptions in the supply of labor would occur and such disruptions would permit workers to challenge even more the existing systems of labor regulation, particularly the millowners’ established system of control over wage payments. While the city’s commercial elite viewed overcrowding as the root of the plague and the principal threat to the city, Bombay’s millowners viewed solving the housing problem for industrial workers as a way to manage and control their industrial workforces.
The Price of Urban Health:
The Operations of the Bombay Improvement Trust

As Bombay’s colonial, commercial and industrial elites came to identify the plague and unsanitary housing as threats to the city’s economic activity, the Bombay Chamber of Commerce approached the Governor, Lord Sandhurst, calling for him to ensure “the destruction of insanitary [sic] property and the thorough cleansing of the city and suburbs.” The Bombay Improvement Trust (BIT) possessed the authority not only to build housing, but also to demolish slums and widen roads, and improve sanitation, particularly in the “problematic” working-class neighborhoods. Bombay’s Improvement Trust was modeled on nineteenth century English and Scottish town planning efforts. Labeled “improvement trusts,” these institutions were endowed with both demolition and redevelopment rights, which generally amounted to little more than slum clearance. The Trust’s mandate for Bombay included a diverse set of policies that included “making new streets, opening out crowded localities, reclaiming lands from the sea to provide room for the expansion of the city, the construction of sanitary dwellings for the poor.” These responsibilities meant that the Trust was in charge of removing insanitary housing as well as constructing new accommodations. The mandate therefore also established the context in which the Trust could act as a slum demolition board, as success in the endeavor would require that the Trust pursue its role as housing provider with equal vigor as its job as “cleanser” of unsanitary neighborhoods. The Trust’s emphasis on the state of its finances and its emphasis on private enterprise helped ensure that this solution did not happen.

Given that the Trust could usurp private property for the “larger collective interest,” and could demolish and redevelop such properties, colonial officials deliberately constructed the Trust’s board to guarantee the basic framework of property rights. Representatives of commerce and industry dominated the fourteen-member Board: four of the members of the Board of Trustees were representatives of the Bombay Municipal Corporation (BMC) and the Millowners’ Association, the Chamber of Commerce and Port Trust each had a member. The composition of the Trust’s board paralleled the membership of the Bombay Municipal Corporation, where a tentative alliance among the colonial state and Indian landlords, millowners, and larger merchants dominated municipal politics. Corporation members came predominantly from these groups—an unsurprising outcome given that only 1 percent of the urban population had the right to vote. Between 1888 and 1923, fifty-one of the seventy-two (70.8 percent) members of the Municipal Corporation were prominent business or industrial elites. These economic elites included seventeen landlords, fifteen millowners, seven large merchants, and twelve European businessmen.

And yet, the story of the Improvement Trust cannot be interpreted as a project solely involving the city’s commercial elements. The categories of commercial and industrial interests were fluid ones, suggesting that the Trust’s difficulties developing an integrated plan for the city of Bombay, and
providing industrial housing, went beyond conventional class categories. The city’s economic elites had multiple economic roles—many owned mills and had substantial landholdings or commercial undertakings. Therefore, the categories of merchant, landlord, and millowner overlapped considerably. Although each party had a significant stake in Bombay’s growth, this did not stop them from squabbling over who should finance that development, as landlords sought to minimize property taxes, while millowners sought to keep rates on industrial enterprise low. Overlapping roles contributed to the “anti-tax” tenor, as the city’s major players frequently engaged in multiple economic activities, including commerce, land, and industry. Although Sir Dinshaw Petit had a leading role in the municipality’s landlord faction, as of 1900, he also owned six of the city’s larger mills. Mannohandas Ramji, a leading municipal councilor, was also a millowner and a cotton merchant, while Ibrahim Rahimtoola, who served on the Improvement Trust, was an important landlord, merchant, and industrialist. Sir Fazulbhoy Currimbhoy, the city’s second largest millowner, founded the Indian Commercial Congress, in an effort to draw together mercantile and industrial interests. Sassoon David, who served for many years as the Bombay Millowners’ Association’s representative on the Trust, was also one of the most prominent promoters of the fledgling Bank of India. Nor were their views unified on the question of how to house Bombay’s millworkers. Mannohandas Ramji testified before the Indian Industrial Commission of 1916-1918 that he supported legislation compelling large employers to house 50 percent of their workers, while Dinshaw Edulji Wacha, a millowner as well as the thirty-year President of the Municipal Corporation, one of the founders of the Indian National Congress, and twenty-year member of the Improvement Trust, remained adamant that housing was the responsibility of the state, not the employer.

If the lines dividing merchant, millowner and landlord remained blurry, the Trust’s commercial leanings were not and the institution prioritized increasing its revenues, with the intention of making housing the poorer classes, and the BIT, commercially viable. Consequently, the Trust concentrated its activities in the fields of street-widening, commercial improvements, and the demolition of “unsanitary quarters” rather than on the provision of working-class housing. The Trust reclaimed land from the sea in Colaba, at the southern part of the city, draining and paving forty-seven miles of road. As early as 1904, the Trust reflected on the slow pace of its activities, noting that “greater progress might have been made” with respect to housing, were it not for the need to safeguard the commercial viability, and role of the private sector, in the city’s housing provision. The Trust noted that such delays might have been avoided “had it not been for the desirability of placing this part of the Board’s work, as nearly as possible, on a commercial footing. This is not only economically correct, but tends to avoid competition with private enterprises which it is to the interest of the Board to encourage in every possible way.” The Trust not only prioritized its finances, but also positioned itself as a defender of private enterprise—which, had private builders become more active, would, incidentally, have reduced the cost of the Trust’s housing schemes for those displaced by its operations.
The Trust’s concern with the market implications of its operations resulted in its first initiatives progressing slowly, as the Trust prioritized protecting property rights over providing housing, even in areas where mortality rates from the plague had been significantly higher than in other areas. Philip C.H. Snow, the municipal commissioner, had cited the First Nagpada district as an area besieged by high death rates and disease, and the Improvement Trust characterized the area as beyond partial measures, given that “no permanent improvement is possible without the re-arrangement and reconstruction of the whole quarter.” Acquisition of land, however, proved difficult at Nagpada. Cases in which private agreements were being negotiated typically required multiple hearings in the Collector’s Court, which occurred only after owners had waited for notices to expire. Then, the owners often would appear without paperwork, so as to ensure further adjournments. The resulting delays permitted the Trust to revisit its intended housing plans. As the likelihood of an embargo seemed increasingly unlikely, the Trust increasingly emphasized financial objectives: between 1899 and 1900, the Trust revised the design of the Nagpada chawls, adopting brick over concrete walls and relying on Australian wood, in both instances to effect greater “economy.” Although the Trust had greater success in constructing four of the six chawls it planned at Agripada, even there the Board postponed construction of the other two chawls until it gained “experience” with those it had just completed. In noting the delay, the Trust asserted that it hoped that private enterprise would construct additional quarters, aided, only “if necessary, by concessions granted by the Board.”

The logistical challenges posed by the Trust’s mandate—between resettling people in new accommodations and needing to initiate the Trust’s various schemes by demolishing unsanitary quarters—led the Trust to pursue faster alternatives—which proved to be temporary, rather than long term solutions. The Trust sought to minimize “overcrowding during the demolition process” as much as possible by ensuring that accommodations were available for those who had to be removed, but it also did not wish to wait for housing to be constructed. The challenges posed by reconstructing neighborhoods, however, hindered speedy solutions. By 1903, five years after the start of the Trust’s operations, the Trust had in progress only fourteen chawls, capable of accommodating approximately three thousand people. By 1909, the Trust had removed 50,000 people from houses that it had demolished, but Trust chawls only numbered 2,844 rooms. To speed its pace, the BIT decided to provide “temporary” accommodations to those it displaced “until such time as permanent quarters can be provided by the Board and additional buildings for the purpose [be] erected by private enterprise.” After 1905, semi-permanent huts became an increasingly common mechanism for accelerating the Trust’s housing demolition. The Trust had introduced such accommodations at the Kennedy Sea Face, and the Trust raised the number of huts to 1,200 once the camp relocated to the military site at Bori Bunder. The Trust added other huts at Charni and at Paltan roads in 1908 and 1909. These temporary buildings originated in part due to delays in clearing areas. The Trust endeavored to justify
its revised plans by equating economy with sanitation; it asserted the new plans were "likely to conduce to the greater comfort of residents, to the improvement of the sanitary arrangements, and to the reduction of the capital cost." Those affected by the Trust's projects disagreed: many refused to assume residence in Trust buildings as they feared having to move a second time.

By the end of the decade, progress on Trust projects was not only noticeably slow but had also entailed sufficient cost that the Trust was increasingly concerned about the state of its finances. The Trust's annual reports of both 1910 and 1911 noted that no new schemes had been added, stating that they were not possible, given budgetary reasons. Critics attacked the halting pace of the Trust's housing projects. Mr. Dinshaw Wacha, millowner and member of the Trust, charged that the Trust had failed in its "fundamental duty" of improving sanitation within the city. He added that in "slavish obedience to government pressure" the Trust had wrongly concentrated on building streets, "the utility of which [are] open to challenge." He attributed the unsatisfactory state of affairs to the dominance of commercial interests within the city, with support for such efforts "being confined only to a microscopic minority interested in trade who, it is well known, carry influence with and are supported by Government." Indeed, for all of the Trust's concern with its accounts and the cost of providing housing, the Trust did not spend more than Rs. 1,500,000 on housing for the poorer classes during its first decade—far less than the original estimate of Rs. 7,500,000.

Thus, despite having been initially constituted to improve housing conditions for the city's poorest classes, the Improvement Trust increased the crisis of housing for Bombay's poorer and working classes, reducing available housing and escalating the cost of that which remained. Whereas landlords had previously deliberately undervalued their properties and kept rents affordable in order to lower municipal tax payments, compensation for land acquired by the Trust depended on the property's declared value, and landlords revised values accordingly, as they "invariably claim[ed] to obtain rents in excess of those assessed by the Municipality and on which they pay taxes." Rents skyrocketed, increasing four to five times within six months in 1903, a year in which the Trust was particularly slow in providing alternative accommodations for those displaced.

The housing shortage and rent increases pushed the poor to crowd into whatever rooms were available, which exacerbated the overcrowding problem that the Trust was created to help resolve. Landlords noted that workers and those displaced by the Trust's schemes preferred to find housing in their traditional neighborhoods and so they further subdivided rooms and hastily added stories to existing buildings. The Trust's preoccupation with its financial state contributed to rising rents and overcrowding, as the Trust held onto land when they found the rate of return insufficient. Vithaldas D. Thackersey, another prominent millowner, noted that "as soon as the areas were purchased they [the Trust] pulled down buildings, sold frontages at the best possible rates and when the rate they thought sufficient was not obtained, they held on large plots of land which had to remain vacant and unbuilt.
upon.” He added, “This policy naturally led to what I may call a famine of residential quarters in localities affected by the Trust’s operations, increasing overcrowding in existing houses, raising rents and, consequently, the value of property throughout the City.” Even James P. Orr, Chairman of the Trust, admitted that the Trust’s housing demolition did not prompt people to move into new areas of the city, but rather encouraged the “overcrowding of the houses in the very slums the Municipal Commissioner was seeking to improve and just outside the areas the Trust were clearing of slums.”

Housing Politics as a “Labor Question”:
How Heterogeneous Production Practices Undercut Millowner Coordination to House Bombay’s Millworkers

In the absence of established welfare institutions, disease posed significant threats to the stability of Bombay’s mill workforce, as disease and plagues contributed both to workers’ absenteeism and widespread disruption of the city’s labor supply. That millowners had some interest in combating such problems was clear: by the 1920s, seventeen of Bombay’s eighty-two mills had provided housing for a portion of their industrial workforces. And so, some of Bombay’s millowners did provide accommodations for a portion of their workforces, although no collective strategies emerged. Mills chose to provide worker housing for disparate reasons. In some cases, as with Swadeshi Mills on the outskirts of the city (at Kurla), the millowners provided housing due to its relative absence in the vicinity. In other instances, mill housing was a direct response to difficulties securing workers during the plague years: as fear of the conditions in working class quarters led to the burning of a number of millworkers’ hutments, N.N. Wadia, who ran Sir Dinshaw Petit’s mills, constructed chawls to house at least 2,500 (25 percent) of their ten thousand workers and dependents, while the Textile Manufacturing Company constructed chawls at the Textile Mill and the Dye Works. On the other hand, in some cases, such as the Morarji Goculdas and David Mills, mills actually gave up on their mill housing. Other mills remained skeptical of providing housing, asserting that operatives refused to reside in mill chawls because “when they absented themselves from the mill, the jobber knew exactly where to find them.”

The nature of mill production in the early twentieth century functioned as a check on millowners’ interest in housing their workers in a coordinated way, even though the migrant nature of the textile labor force meant that mill housing could have operated as a mechanism of labor retention. Bombay’s mills put a premium on production strategies that maintained flexibility in terms of the goods produced and the hours of operation. The price of cotton, which comprised by some estimates up to 50 percent of production costs, fluctuated wildly, and mills would shut down or work short-time when production was uneconomic, whether due to raw material costs or overproduction within the industry. Indeed, large cotton merchants supplied some of the earliest investors in Bombay’s textile mills in the 1860s and 1870s.
as mill production permitted them to ride out dramatic shifts in cotton prices, buying and storing cotton as prices rose and fell. At times when the market in cloth was slack, mills would shift into yarn production and vice versa, shifting their production mix in tandem with market conditions. Other mills preferred to open and close with dominant market conditions. In 1900 alone, sixteen mills closed, while another fifteen mills closed for part of the year, but reopened before the end of the year. These flexible production practices, which the mills adopted to compete in the domestic and international markets, in turn depended on workers accepting changes in the mills’ work schedules, from hours of operation to whether a mill was open. And yet, some millowners remained concerned that they would lose their workers if they attempted to ride out downturns in this manner: millowners repeatedly complained about the high levels of worker turnover and absenteeism among their workforces, and circular rural-urban migrants comprised much of the available labor pool. While individual mills could employ mill housing as a mechanism for recruiting and retaining industrial workers, such a labor-housing strategy tended to suit only the larger mills that remained open throughout the year. Because many mills frequently adapted their production patterns, moreover, mill strategies for maintaining competitiveness conflicted with standardized policies, which therefore undermined efforts to coordinate across mills on wages, hours of operation, or industrial housing.

Competition for workers and the variety of production processes among Bombay’s mills proved challenging to employers’ efforts to cooperate across the industry. Although a coordinated wage policy would have helped to reduce workers’ movement across mills, such efforts would have similarly undercut each mill’s ability to poach workers, attract workers with higher wages after the plague and strikes, and would have required city-wide agreement on the level at which mills wages should be set. Millowners expressed serious concerns about labor poaching when they considered mill housing as an alternative for managing their industrial workforces. Bombay’s textile industry was centralized; as of 1911, 54 percent of the city’s mills were concentrated in the Worli-Byculla-Tadwadi area, and millowners feared that if they provided housing for their own workers, workers from other mills, or those outside the industry altogether, would take up residence in their chawls.

In many ways, the inability of millowners to provide housing on a large scale is hardly surprising, as it was part of a broader failure of the mills to coordinate on the “labor question,” whether in terms of dealing with wages, hours of work, or strikes. Indeed, in 1921, when the Millowners’ Association assisted the governmental investigation into working hours and wages, it concluded that wages varied due to local differences in the supply of labor and the neighborhood-based variation in housing availability. The association argued against publishing the findings, as they were concerned that some millowners might be “compelled to adopt as a basis (for standardization) the higher wages prevailing in certain areas—which, as already explained, were to a large extent artificially created by the absence of adequate housing.” The extent of variation in rents and wages among Bombay’s mills is astonishing:
wages varied by up to 20 percent for weavers—even in mills under the same management. Rents in some mill chawls were three times those of other mills: Bomanji Petit Mills and Manockji Petit Mill rented chawls for approximately Rs. 3, Morarji Gokuldas and Assur Virjee Mill for approximately Rs 6, while Kohinoor Mill and Victoria Mill charged between Rs. 7 and Rs. 9. The Millowners’ Association thus relegated housing policy, like wages themselves, to the province of individual mills, as they prioritized individual mills’ control of wages over coordination on wage policy or housing.

Millowners’ production methods and relationships with their workforces informed their positions on social policy and workplace regulation—from the question of mill housing to working hours. By the First World War, colonial officials and millowners alike recognized the Improvement Trust’s failure to address housing for Bombay’s poorer and working classes. To sidestep suggestions that millowners take full responsibility for housing millworkers, many of Bombay millowners rendered their opinions on mill housing in their testimony before the Indian Industrial Commission of 1916-18, even though the original questionnaire did not raise the issue. Millowners frequently contended that Bombay’s millworkers in fact desired longer hours so that they could earn more money. Painting efforts to regulate working hours as an external movement, driven entirely by Manchester’s desire to undermine their Bombay competitors, millowner Sir George Cotton argued, “now the mill-operatives themselves have come forward and answer Mr. Holt-Hallet, Mr. McLean and the London Times by practically saying: ‘We prefer working long hours and earning what we can, to short time, upon which we cannot maintain our families nor ourselves.’” In a similar vein, Sir Sassoon David informed Parliament that “the thirteen hour day was practically forced upon the owners by the men,” as workers arguably prioritized wages at all costs and the electrification of the mills now allowed longer working hours.

Just as millowners considered the threat from the plague as one related to workforce management, millowner discussion of housing paralleled their statements about work practices. Millowners were similarly not above using the threat of factory regulation and debates over coordinated policy as leverage against their domestic competitors. Sir Dinshaw Petit, who, incidentally, did not have an electrified mill, attacked his fellow millowners for their disregard of the health of Bombay’s workers in working long hours:

> every additional pound of production got by making them [workers] work longer than twelve hours a day is wrung out of their aching limbs... Strong efforts will be made to bring the matter to the notice of the government and to make it interfere in the matter, and to bring to an immediate end this degrading and disgraceful spectacle of cold-blooded inhumanity.

His mill manager, and historian of the Bombay Millowners’ Association, called for regulating working hours from sunrise to sunset in his testimony before the Indian Factory Labour Commission of 1908—an inquiry mounted specifically to assess how the spread of electric lights had affected the working hours of India’s factories, particularly its textile mills.
Coda: A Failure to Cooperate:
Who Pays for the City (and for Housing)?

Both the Improvement Trust and Bombay’s millowners built housing for the city’s textile workers in the decades after the plague, but not at levels that resolved the severe overcrowding problem that the city confronted. Nor did they collaborate. The colonial state contributed to the failure of a cooperative strategy, as the government interpreted the BIT legislation extremely narrowly, maintaining that the original law only permitted the Trust to build housing for those displaced by improvement and street-widening schemes. Although the Trust and the Millowners’ Association had reached by 1903 an agreement for collaboration, no amendment to the Trust legislation occurred until 1913, at which time the price of housing had escalated so significantly as to be judged financially prohibitive by the Trust and the millowners.82

In the interim, both Bombay’s mills and the Improvement Trust were besieged by each party’s efforts to pass responsibility for mill housing onto the other party. Even before the First World War raised the cost of building materials, both the Trust and the Millowners’ Association sought to place the responsibility for housing millworkers in the hands of the other from the very beginning of negotiations. Prior to the amended act, W.N. Shilstone, secretary of the BIT, noted in 1901 that if housing provided by the Improvement Trust were restricted to only those displaced by improvement and street-widening schemes, Bombay’s overcrowding would only be “partially” dealt with, so he called for greater action by the mills given that “comparatively, very little has been done by employers of labour to house their work-people.”83 Members of the Improvement Trust also couched such criticisms in terms of public responsibility, asserting that the provision of housing “at a great loss to the public purse was strongly opposed in Municipal debates and was very soon given up in favor of a policy of getting chawls erected without loss to the public purse by co-operation with employers.”84

The city’s millowners, for their part, relied on a series of arguments about the difficulties confronting the industry as they fended off calls for the mills to house their workers—from the Trust and from as far away as Lancashire. Bowmanji Dinshaw Petit, responding to critics assailing millworkers’ housing conditions, asserted that international competition and the industry’s precarious position precluded large-scale housing. As Petit said, “Bombay Millowners are not in the same position as Cadburys and Rowtons and their dividends are precarious, while their industry as a whole is not only at a low ebb but is threatened with unfettered competition in the Far East.”85 Millowners also responded to calls for better housing in the same vein as they responded to calls for reductions in work hour: they asserted that workers were essentially “agriculturalists,” more interested in earning money to return to their villages than in living in sanitary quarters.86 Millowners also pointed their fingers back at the Trust, accusing it of being too concerned with profit. Vithaldas D. Thackersey, then president of the Millowners Association, objected to the Trust’s concern with making housing for the poorer classes into
a commercial enterprise, charging that the Trust should “not expect to make a profit out of these buildings,” noting that the interest charged millowners should not be allowed to “exceed that at which the Trust borrow[s].” As he argued, such housing should be considered part of their work to improve health and sanitation within the city.87

Competition between Bombay’s cotton industry and Manchester mills also influenced the arguments advanced by Bombay’s millowners. As Bombay’s mill sector expanded over the course of the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, British millowners often collaborated with social activists to heighten public and political interest in the working conditions in Indian factories. Between 1880 and 1940, there were no fewer than ten governmental investigations into labor conditions in India that included Bombay’s mills, discussions that devolved into debates among colonial officials, social service workers, and millowners over who could best provide housing for Bombay’s industrial workers and who should pay for it.88

While the question of Bombay’s industrial housing may seem far removed from the politics of the twenty-first century, historians, journalists, and Bombay’s millworkers themselves have told the story of Bombay’s development as a narrative of the city’s textile industry—of its rise and decline—and of the role of the Bombay millworker. Today, high rise residential buildings, clubs, and malls have replaced the city’s old mills in some cases, built around the remains of the old industrial structures. Once again, the city of Bombay is confronting the question of what space to accord its millworkers, as the sale of the city’s old mills displaced six thousand families that still resided in mill chawls. Bombay’s inhabitants continue to negotiate access to the city partly in terms of the rising costs of real estate. In the post-Independence period, urban elites and the city’s middle classes have often used strikingly similar arguments about the outsider status, and absence of sanitation, in the housing settlements populated by the city’s newest arrivals, many of whom are driven into slums by the high cost of housing. While Bombay’s elite, like the millowners of the nineteenth century, have expressed concerns about what this means for the city’s future as a center of international finance, such concerns have done little to prompt an actual solution to Bombay’s housing question.
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